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INTRODUCTION 
 

About the book 
  

 
Sally is the world’s foremost inventor under the age of twelve, and she just knows she can build a 
better brother than the messy, smelly version she has. Sally’s invention – Brobot – is fantastic, 
that is until the remote gets broken and Brobot careens out of control. Sally realises that maybe 
there’s more to a brother than just his inconveniences.  

A hilarious graphic novel for young readers. 
 
 
 

 

About the author 

 
James Foley is a children’s author and illustrator. James is an ambassador for Books In Homes 
and Room to Read Australia, and the Illustrator Coordinator for SCBWI Australia West. His 
interests include comics, film, psychology, science, history (anything nerdy really), as well as 
yoga and social justice. 
 
 
 

FREMANTLE PRESS 
 
The ED! Serial Reading program is run in partnership with Fremantle Press. 
 
To find out more about their authors and illustrators, please visit http://www.fremantlepress.com.au/ 
 

 
 
 

AUTHOR VISITS 
 
Fremantle Press authors are available to visit schools.  
 
For information about author bookings visit: https://www.fremantlepress.com.au/book-author  
or email Claire Miller: cmiller@fremantlepress.com.au 
 
Fremantle Press authors charge a minimum fee for their time and preparation. 
 
 
 

SERIAL READING PROGRAM 
 
In ED! Magazine in The West Australian every Tuesday during Term 3 you will find an instalment from the book Brobot by 
James Foley.  
 
The activities associated with this serialised version of the book are available online to ED! Serial Reading subscriber teachers.  

  

http://www.fremantlepress.com.au/
https://www.fremantlepress.com.au/book-author
mailto:cmiller@fremantlepress.com.au
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TEACHING METHODS 
 
These activities have been designed to cater for a variety of teaching methods and student abilities, and should be adapted 
for your class’ needs accordingly. They are intentionally not created as printable worksheets; instead they are designed so 
that teachers can adapt the activities to allow for explicit teaching opportunities, modelled reading or writing activities, or 
can be adapted as independent activities for students. A variety of approaches should be used for the benefit of your 
students’ learning needs.  
 

OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES 
 
Teaching students to become effective readers involves developing students’ reading fluency and extending their ability to 
comprehend what they read and view from the literal level to the inferential and critical levels.  
 
The activities this term provide teachers with a range of strategies for developing comprehension. The strategies support the 
reading processes of: 
 

 using visual information to make meaning 

 activating, expanding and refining prior knowledge  

 retrieving information  

 interpreting texts  

 reflecting and creating personal knowledge.  
 

GENRE: GRAPHIC NOVEL 
 
A graphic novel combines text and visual elements such as illustrations, font and layout to tell a story. The structure is similar 
to a traditional narrative and the characters, themes and storyline can be just as complex. As with other text types, students 
must actively engage with the text to derive meaning from a graphic novel. Below is a list of terms you will need to 
understand to complete the classroom activities.  
 
Panel the box or frame that contains the image and text 
Panel border/frame the border that surrounds and contains the panel 
Gutter the space that lies between two panels 
Caption a box or section of the text that gives details on the background and setting of the scene (narration) 
Speech bubble this contains the dialogue spoken by different characters within a scene 
Pointer a line drawn to connect a character with their speech  
Sound effects words that give a sense of sound on the page (onomatopoeia) 
Layout the configuration of all the elements on the page 
Motion line lines or symbols drawn around a character or object to depict movement 
Emanata text or icons that represent what is going on in a character’s head  
 

Book Week 2019 – ED! Feature on graphic novels 
 
Don’t forget to check out the ED! Book Week feature story on graphic novels in Week 5 (August 20). 
 
 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION   
 

Mood 
The mood is the ‘atmosphere’ of the story, and how it evokes certain feelings or emotions through words and descriptions. 
 

Point of view – POV 
POV in fiction determines whose eyes the reader experiences the story through.  
 

Visual elements 
In a graphic novel, visual elements are just as important as text in conveying meaning. They can include images, font, layout, 
colours, etc.  
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ADDITIONAL CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES LINKED TO ED! 
 
ED! Magazine is published every Tuesday inside The West Australian during school terms.  
 
Each week Media Education develops activities for the classroom based on that week’s 
feature topic and the News Flash column in ED!. Activities can be downloaded for free from 
our website every Monday afternoon by visiting:  

 https://mediaeducation.com.au/current-ed-news-flash-and-topic-activities/  
 
Also, be sure to check out our listing of upcoming ED! topics, and stories for ED! Serial Reading program. 
 
For more information, visit mediaeducation.com.au or phone 9482 3717 
 

 
 
 

Join the Seven West Media Education team in our aim to create a media-savvy generation. 
 
Online Media Education activities are designed to enable students to become critical consumers of news. Through 
completing the activities, students will develop the skills to consider, question, inquire and challenge reported news stories. 
Media Education encourages students to be informed citizens of global issues, considering multiple perspectives before 
generating their own ideas and opinions. 
 
https://mediaeducation.com.au 
 
https://www.facebook.com/7Wmediaeducation/ 

 
  

https://mediaeducation.com.au/current-ed-news-flash-and-topic-activities/
https://mediaeducation.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/7Wmediaeducation/
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WA CURRICULUM LINKS  
 

The purpose of The West Australian ED! Magazine Serial Reading program is to foster an enjoyment of reading while 
developing an understanding of the ways in which theme, character, setting and plot are reflected in a story.  
 

The activities are most suitable for Year 3-6 students, and can be adapted for different ages and abilities. 
 

WA Curriculum: English v8.1 
 

AIM:  To ensure students develop interest and skills in inquiring into the aesthetic aspects of texts, and develop an informed 
appreciation of literature. 
 

Strand Sub-strand  

La
n

gu
ag

e
 

Language for interaction Language for interaction 

 How language used for different formal and informal social interactions is 
influenced by the purpose and audience 

Evaluative language 

 How language is used to express opinions and make evaluative judgments about 
people, places, things and texts 

Text structure and 
organisation  

Purpose audience and structures of different types of texts 

 How texts serve different purposes and how the structures of types of texts vary 
according to the text purpose 

Text cohesion 

 How texts work as cohesive wholes through language features that link parts of 

the text together 

Expressing and developing 
ideas 

Visual language 

 How images work in texts to communicate meanings, especially in conjunction 
with other elements such as print and sound 

Vocabulary 

 Meanings of words, including every day and specialist meanings, and how words 
take their meanings from the context of the text 

Li
te

ra
tu

re
 

Literature and context Literature and context 

 How texts reflect the context of the culture and situation in which they are 
created 

Responding to literature Personal responses to the ideas, characters and viewpoints in texts  

 An individual response to the ideas, characters and viewpoints in literary texts, 
including relating texts to their own experiences  

Expressing preferences and evaluating texts 

 Expressing personal preference for different texts and types of texts, and 
identifying the features of texts that influence personal preference 

Examining literature Features of literary texts  

 The key features of literary texts and how they work to construct a literary work, 
such as plot, setting, characterisation, mood and theme  

Language devices in literary texts, including figurative language  

 Language devices that authors use and how these create meanings and effects in 
literary texts 

Creating literature Creating literary texts 

 Creating their own literary texts based on ideas, features and structures of texts 

experienced 

Li
te

ra
cy

 

Texts in context Texts and the contexts in which they are used 

 How texts relate to their contexts and reflect the society and culture in which 

they were created 

Interacting with others Listening and speaking interactions  

 Purposes and contexts through which students engage in listening and speaking 
interactions 

 Skills students use when engaging in listening and speaking interactions 

Interpreting, analysing, 
evaluating 

Purpose and audience 

 Recognising and analysing differences between different types of texts  
Reading processes  

 Strategies for using and combining contextual, semantic, grammatical and 
phonic knowledge to decode texts, including predicting, monitoring, cross-
checking, self-correcting, skimming and scanning 

Comprehension strategies  

 Strategies of constructing meaning from texts, including literal and inferential 
meaning 
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WA Curriculum: Technologies 
 
AIM:  The Western Australian Curriculum: Technologies aims to develop the knowledge, understandings and skills to ensure 
that, individually and collaboratively, students: 
 

 investigate, design, plan, manage, create and evaluate solutions 

 are creative, innovative and enterprising when using traditional, contemporary and emerging technologies, and 
understand how technologies have developed over time 

 make informed and ethical decisions about the role, impact and use of technologies in the economy, environment and 
society for a sustainable future 

 engage confidently with and responsibly select and manipulate appropriate technologies − materials, data, systems, 
components, tools and equipment − when designing and creating solutions 

 critique, analyse and evaluate problems, needs or opportunities to identify and create solutions. 
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BEFORE READING 
 

 
 
Brobot by James Foley. 
Published by Fremantle Press. 
The first instalment is in ED! Magazine on July 23. 
 
 

Before reading  
 

 Look at the front cover of the book (above) and discuss:  
o What is the title? 
o What colours are used on the front cover?  
o What images are used on the front cover? What do they tell you about the story? 
o What mood is the publisher trying to create with the colours and images they have used? 
o What do you predict the story will be about? 
o Who do you think is the audience for this book? Why? 
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WEEK 1 
Brobot by James Foley                                                                                      July 23, 2019 
 

Before reading 
Genre 
 Students label their copy of the text with the following terms. 
 

o text 
o image 
o panel 

o panel border 
o gutter  
o pointer 

o sound effect 
o motion line 
o label

 
After reading 
Comprehension 
Check student understanding with the following table. 
 

Statement  True / False Evidence 

Sally finds her brother annoying.   
Sally is 16 years old.   

Sally wanted a sister.   

Joe helps Sally with her inventions.   

Sally is proud of her invention.   

 
Character 
Sally has described her brother Joe’s faults. Students relabel the diagram with Joe’s positive attributes based on the text and 
images, as well as their own ideas. (see page 13 for full page, printable version) 
 
 

   
 

Character 
Students complete these sentence starters with their first impressions of Sally. 
 

Sally is the…   main character / supporting character. 

Five words to describe Sally are… 

Sally wears… 

Sally’s surname is Tinker. Tinker means… 

 

Making connections  
In pairs, students discuss the following questions. 
 

 Do you have a younger sibling, cousin or friend? How do you feel about them? 

 Can you relate to Sally’s feelings about her brother? 
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Predicting 
Sally has created the Brobot as an improvement on her brother, Joe. Students predict Brobot’s features.  
 

Feature 1:  

 

Feature 2: 

 

Feature 3:  

 

Feature 4: 

 

If I was creating a Brobot the most important feature would be… 

 

 

Language 
Sally has used technical terms to label Joe, which adds humour and helps establish Sally’s character. Students match Sally’s 
description to the correct explanation. 
 

Hardware/software upgrades take years to install  Joe doesn’t do what he’s told 

Weak support struts  It takes Joe a long time to learn new things 

Insufficient gyroscopic calibration  Joe isn’t toilet trained 

Ignores verbal commands  Joe’s legs aren’t strong 

Toxic waste leaks from chassis  Joe doesn’t have a good sense of balance 

 
Visual literacy 
Colour can be used to create mood in a visual text. Students colour the same image differently to create different moods. 
(see page 14 for full page, printable version)  
 

Colour with dark and cool colours: 

 

The mood I have created is… 

Colour with light and bright colours: 

 

The mood I have created is… 
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WEEK 2 
Brobot by James Foley                                                                                   July 30, 2019 
 

Before reading 
Reviewing 
Students think back to Week 1 to answer the questions. 
 

What were the main events of Week 1?  

Which characters were we introduced to?  

How did the chapter end?   

 
Predicting 
Students predict what is happening in this image before reading the chapter, then compare after reading.   

 
Before reading  After reading 

  
 

After reading 
Comprehension 
Check student understanding with the following questions. 
 

Literal 

What food can Brobot make? 

What chore can Brobot help with? 

Inferential 

You don’t see Joe in the final panel. What is he doing out of view? 

Do you think the Brobot was easy to make? 

Evaluative 

Do you think Sally is clever? 

Do you think the Brobot is a good idea? 

Applied/creative 
Think of an alternative name for Brobot. Explain why you chose this name.  

 
Visual literacy 
Facial expressions, gestures and body language can show the reader how a character is feeling. Students choose three panels 
and analyse how Sally is feeling in each.  
 

Panel How is Sally feeling? Which visual elements show this? 
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Language 
A portmanteau or blend is a word that is made by fusing parts of two words together. A compound word is created by joining 
two full words. Students demonstrate their understanding by placing these words from the text in the table below. 
 

Brobot – wingnuts – leakproof – stainless – brobo-remote – anything – cupcake – joystick – brotherboard  
 

Portmanteau/blend  Compound word  

  
 

Genre 
Narration or voice over is present in the caption at the top of the page. This has been added in the serialised version, but is 
not present in the original version of the book. Students complete a Think – Pair – Share answering the following questions. 

 

 Why has the author chosen to include narration? 

 How is this different to the chapters in a novel? 

 What other types of media use narration in this way? 
 

Think 
by myself 

Pair 
discuss with a partner 

Share 
in a group 

   

 

 
Technologies Project 

Part One 
 

Sally has created the Brobot to improve on her brother Joe’s design flaws. She describes him as being 
‘just as brother should be.’ Over the next 8 weeks students will work collaboratively in small groups to 
design, create and evaluate a robot prototype of their own.  

 
PLAN  
Plan your robot by answering the following questions: 

 What is a prototype? 
 What type of robot would you like to create? A teachbot, friendbot, mumbot, dadbot, etc? 
 What design flaws do you need to improve on? 
 Can you come up with at least 8 possible features to include in your design? 

 
COLLECT DATA 
Create a survey to determine which of your design features other people think are the most important. 
You could ask your classmates, other students, your friends, or family.  
 

 
 


